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The purpose of this study is to discuss the construction of field
extension and also give applications of such extensions.
It is our aim to show the necessity and importance of field ex¬
tensions in solving certain polynomial equations. For exein^le, we want
to solve the simple equation x^ - 2 = 0. If we consider only rational
roots, then this equation has no solution; but instead of accepting no
roots, we extend our nvimber system to the field of irrational numbers.
Therefore, we have roots •
Our study of polynomial equations will therefore be taken up from
a general point of view. Instead of considering, in isolation, a single
root of an equation, we shall consider the ^diole set of numbers which
can be obtained by rational operations from this root. This set of ntuti-
bers is a field which is an extension of the given field.
Since our study is concerned with the development of field exten¬
sion, we limit our material to definitions, theorems, and general in¬
formation that are necessaiy for this development. ¥e do not attempt to
cover the entire realm, but we do atterrqpt to make clear simple points
and give applications of field extensions.
Notations and Symbols.—The following notations and symbols will be
used consistently throughout this presentation:
Capital letters such as F, G, H, ... denote fields;
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Small letters such as a, b, c, denote elements of a fieldj
Symbols like R(c), R (\/2 ), F (u), ... denote field extension;
Expressions such as f(x) = 0, p(x) =0, ... denote polynomial
equations;
The symbol £. means within, or belongs to; (Thus, a €, F means
a is in F, or a belongs to F.)
The symbol <. means less than;
The symbol > means greater than;
The symbol C means contained in and3 means contains; (Thus,
FCG means F is contained in G, or G contains F.)
The notation is used to give the book and the page from
which the information was taken. The first number refers to the
book in the bibliography, and the second number refers to the
page in the book. For example, refers to book one in the
bibliography, page 56.
Definitions.—In this study, certain terms will be used which we
shall not define in the content, but we do define them in this section.
1. Field - By a field F, we mean a non-empty set of elements in
which two operations, called addition (+) and multiplication
(.) are defined, eind the folloxd.ng postulates hold for all a,
b, and c ^F:
a. Closure - ( a + b ) €.F and ( a . b )£.F.
b. Commutative law -a+b®b+a and a . b * b . a
c. Associative law -a+(b+c )=(a+b)+c and
a.(b.c) = (a.b).c.
d. Distributive law -a. (b+c)=a.b+a.c
(b + c) .a“b.a + c .a
e. Zero - F contains an element 0 such that a + 0 = a, for
all a£F.
f. Additive inverse - For all a€.F, the equation a + x = 0
has a unique solution for all x£,F.







h. Multiplicative inverse - For each a / 0£.F, there exists
an inverse element a“l such that
a . a"i = a"l a = 1. That is to
say, ax = 1 has a solution in F.
Subfield - A subfield of a given field F is a subset of F
which is itself a field under the operations of addition and
multiplication in F.
Reducible - A polynomial form is called "reducible” over a
field F, if it can be factored into polynomials of lower de¬
gree with coefficients in F. Otherwise, it is called
"irreducible" over F.
Algebraic number - An algebraic number, u, is a number which
satisfies a polynomial equation with rational coefficients not
all zero.
Transcendental numbers - A transcendental number is a nxunber
which does not satisfy any polynomial equation with rational
coefficients. T and S are examples of transcendental numbers.
CHAPTER II
FIELD EXTENSION
Definition.—By an extension K of a field F we mean any field vdiich
properly contains F as a subfield.
In order that a subset F of K be a subfield, it must be a field
under the operations of addition and mviltiplication in K. We therefore
establish the necessaiy and sufficient conditions that F be a subfield
of K.
Given K is a field, the commutative, associative, and distribu¬
tive laws hold for K and will therefore hold for any subset of K.
Therefore these laws hold for the subfield F since all elements of
F are elements of K. ^Iso, if a£F and b £F, then ( a + b ) £. F
and a . b £.F. This is the closure property^/
If the above condition holds, then additive identity 0 belongs to
F, since if a €,F then -a €.F, hence ( a - a ) = 0€.F. Thus, the ad¬
ditive identity 0£F.
Also if a£F and a / 0, then a"l £.F^ such that a . ^ = a“^ . a =
1£.F. Therefore the multiplicative identity l€.F.
This result gives rise to the following theorem - A subset F of a
k
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field K is a subfield, if F is closed under addition and mxiltiplication,
and if each a of F has its additive inverse, and provided a / 0, its
multiplicative inverse a“^ is in F.
Thus we have established the existence of a subfield of F. Such
an extension may be generated from F by some of its elements or by a field
and an indeterminant element x. The complex numbers are generated by the
reals and the single complex number i, vdiile the field R(x) of all ra¬
tional forms (with rational coefficients) in an indeterminant x is gene¬
rated by the field R and the element x. A single field may be generated
in many different ways.
In order to get a general idea of all possible extensions of a
given field F and also get a survey of all possible fields, since each
field may be regarded as an extension of the prime field it contains, we
begin with a subfield and an extension H. However, our consideration
must be limited to the commutative case. For non-commutative fields,
there does not exist a theory of this kind.
¥e let H be a given extension field of G, and let F be any set of
elements in H. There are fields which include F and G. The field H, for
example, is such a field.
The intersection of all fields tdiich include F and G is itself a
field including F and G. ¥e denote this by F(G). It is the smallest
field that includes F and G. Therefore, we say F(G) arises from F by
the adjunction of the set G. Hence we have a field adjunction. ¥e denote
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this by FC f(G)^H. There are two extreme cases.




All elements of F and all elements of G belong to F(G) and so do
all those elements which arise from elements of F and G by addition, sub¬
traction, multiplication, and division. These elements together form a
field. That is to say, F(G) consists of all rational combinations of the
elements of G with those of F. For example, if F is any field and G a
finite set such that; F = a-j^, a2, ..., a^^ ...
G = xi, xg, ..., Xj^
then F(G) consists of all possible rational combinations, say, x + a^,
X . a]^, X - a^^. These elements form a field, for a subset of F is a sub¬
field if for a and b£,F, (a-b)8.F and b~^£.F.
Expressing an element of F(G) rationally in terms of elements of F
and G, only a finite number of elements of G can occur. That is to say,
every element of the field F(G) already lies in a field F(K), where K is
a finite subset of G. Hence F(G) is the union of all fields F(K), where
K is each time a finite subset of G. Thus the adjunction of an arbitrary
set is reduced to the adjiinction of finite sets and the formation of a
union.
If G is the union of and K2, then F(G) = F(l^) (l^. Since F(K^)
(K2) includes F(K^) and K^and hence F, K^, and K2 or F and G and therefore
F(G). Conversely, F(G) includes F, and K2 and hence F(K) and therefore
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F(Ki) (Kg).
¥e now define field adjunction F(A) and also show that F(AIIB) =
F(A) (B).
Definition - Field adjunction F(A) is a field K obtained when we
adjunct F with A. That is to say, F(A) is a field that comes from F by
the adjunction of A.
To show that F(AUB) = F(A) (B), we proceed as follows;
Solution - F(AUB) is the smallest field containing F and (AOB).
That is to say, F(AUB) is the smallest filed containing F, A, and
B. Therefore, F(AUB)c:F(A) (B).
Conversely, F(A) (B) is the smallest field containing F(A) and B.
Therefore F(A) (B) is the smallest field containing F, A, and B. But
F(AUB) is the smallest field containing F, A and B. Hence F(A) (B)c1
F(AUB). Therefore F(AUB) = F(A) (B).
Thus, we see that the adjtinction of a finite set may be reduced to
a finite number of successive adjunctions of a single element. Exten¬
sions of this type are called simple field extensions.
Definition - A field K is called a simple extension of its sub¬
field F if K is generated over F by a single element c, so that K = F(c).
The fields R{\/T'), R(and R(i)) are all examples of single field
extensions.
Extensions of the above type are obtained when we are given a base
field F and an extension G is to be found. In order to obtain the re¬
quired extension, we start with the field F and a polynomial equation, p
(x), whose coefficients are in F. Our aim is to extend F to a larger
field which will include a root of this equation. For example, the com¬
plex field, c, is constructed from the real field, R^ by adjoining an
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'•imaginary” root of the polynomial f(z) = + 1. Thus, we have estab¬
lished the fact that in order to obtain a field extension of this type, we
let p(x) be a polynomial with coefficients in a field F but which includes
a root, u, in an extended field G. G is a larger field than Fj therefore
G is an extension of F, Extensions obtained in this manner are of two
types: algebraic and transcendental. ¥e discuss both in the chapters to
follow.
We apply this method of obtaining an extension field by construct¬
ing an extended field J^Cu) from a base field J^. We start with the field
of the three residue classes of integers 0, 1, and 2 (modulo 3) and
try to add a new symbol u, which is to generate an extension K and which
is to satisfy the equation u^ * u + 1. Since, if this extension exists,
the element u over F must satisfy, over F, the raonic irreducible polyno¬
mial p(x) of degree n, and each element generated by F and u can be uni¬
quely represented as polynomial aQ + a^^ u ... aj^_^ u^”^, where al £. F and
of degree at most n-1 /3t39§/, then the extension K must consist of nine
elements a + bu, where the coefficients a and b are chosen from the resi¬
due classes 0, 1, and 2.
Our problem is to see if these nine objects, a + bu, form a field
under the previously stated definition. In order to do this, we obtain
o\ir sum by combining like terras and our product by multiplying out and
simplifying by the proposed equation u^ = u + 1. If these objects form a
field, then the following postulates must hold for all ( a + bu ),
( c + du ), and ( e + fu )g.K.
1. Closure: (a + bu) + (c + du) = (a +c) + (b + d) u tK
(a + bu) . (c + du) = (ac + bd) + (ad + be + bd)
u ^ K, where u^ = u + 1 has been used to eliminate u^.
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2. Comrautative law; (a + bu) + (c + du) = (c + du) + (a + bu).
Since a, b, c, and d are real numbers, they
are commutative. Therefore, (a + c) + (b + d)
u = (c + a) + (d + b) u = (a + c) + (b + d) u
(a + bu) . (c + du) = (c + du) (a + bu)
(ac + bd) + (ad + be + bd) u = (ca + db) +
(da + cb + db) u = (ac + bd) + (ad + be + db)u
3. Associative law: (a + bu) + ^ + d\^ + (e + f^ = ^ + bu^ + (c +
d# + (e + fu). This is true since both mem¬
bers of the equation produce the same result.
Also fXo. + bu) (c + du_)7* (6 + fu) = (a + bu)
[Xc, + du) . (e + fu^T^
U. Distributive law; (a + bu) [\c, + du) + (e +fu_)7 “ (s^ +bu)
(c + du) + (a + bu) (e +fu)
5. Zero element; K contains an element, 0, such that (a + bu) +
0 = a + bu, for all (a + bu) £K.
6. Additive inverse; For all (a + bu) £, K, the equation (a + bu) +
X = 0, for some x6,K. In particular the in¬
verses are as follows;
lements 0 1 2 u 2u 1+u l+2u 2+u 2+2u
dditive
nverse 0 2 1 2u u 2+2u 2+u l+2u 1+u
7. Unity element; K contains 1^0 such that (a + bu) •! =
a + bu, for all (a + bu)£K.
8. Multiplicative inverse: For each (a + bu) / 0£K, there exists
an inverse such that (a + bu) times its in¬
verse gives the \inity element. These inverses
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are given in the following chart.
Elements 1 2 u 2u 1+u l+2u 2+u 2+2u
Inverse 1 2 2+u l+2u 2+ 2u 2u u 1+u
Hence, all laws hold for every (a + bu)£.K. Therefore the exten¬
sion K generated by u from the field of residue classes modulo 3 is
the field J2(u). It is one of the simplest examples of a finite field.
Since this adjunction process may be applied to any base field F
whatever, we therefore make use of it to give the extension of the ra¬
tional numbers to the reals and the extension of the reals to the complex
field.
In order to extend the rational numbers, R to the reals, we con-
that R is a field, since
fractions, and also zero. All postulates for a field are satisfied
trivially. Also we have the existence of additive and multiplicative in¬
verses. Therefore, R is a field.
Let us start with the field, R, of rationale and a polynomial,
p(x) = X - 2 that is irreducible over R but has coefficients over R. We
make use of the following theorem and corollary.
Theorem: Let p(x) = aQ + a]_ x ... a^^x^ be a polynomial with integral co¬
efficients. Any rational root of the equation p (x) = 0 must
have the fom r, where and r and £ .
s an ao
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Corollary: Any rational root of a monic polynomial with integral coef¬
ficients is an integer.
We now prove that p (x) = - 2 is irreducible over R.
Proof: By the corollary, p(x) = x^ - 2 implies that x = r is an integer.
But -xr - 2>0 if X ^ 2 and - 2^.0 if x = 1. Hence no integer can be a
root of x^ - 2 = 0. Therefore p(x) / 0 for any c £ R and hence x^ - 2 is
irreducible over the field of rationale. Q.E.D.
Since p(x) = x^ - 2 is irreducible over the field R, then there
exists an extension R^ that contains a root, u, ofp(x) such that p(u) = 0
for some uLR^. That is to say, p(x) = x^ - 2 = (x - V'2') (x +\/^) has
roots u^ -\/T‘ and U2 * idiere +yT’£R^. Thus, we have obtained
U
the extension R^ by adjoining a root, u, of the irreducible polynomial
x^ - 2 to the field R. Therefore, our extension is R^ = R (u) = R( ^2")
and contains elements of the form a + b where a and b£ R.
Since is an extension of R, it is, therefore, a field that con¬
tains both rational and irrational numbers and hence is the field of
reals. We claim R?^ to be our desired extension of the nationals to the
reals.
To form the complex field, c we let R^, the field of reals, be the
base field and construct an extension. Take p(x) = x^ - 1, which is an
irreducible polynomial over R?^ although it has coefficients in R^. Since
x^ - 1 is irreducible over the field R^, there exists an extension R^(u)
= c that contains a root, u, of p(x) such that p(tt.) = 0 for u€,c. Our
root u is to satisfy the equation u^ + 1 = 0. Therefore u^ = -1. We
therefore see that u behaves the same as our imaginary number, i.
Hence, u = i and u = -i are both roots of the irreducible polynomial and
gives the desired extension R^ (i) = c. This extension gives the conplex
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nvunbers of the form a + bi \rtiich are generated by the reals and the
single complex number i. We must therefore prove that elements of the
form a + bi form a field.
The set of elements a + bite form a field if the following laws
hold for a + big,c.
1. Closure: For (a + bi) and (c + di)£c. We have (a +
bi) (c + di) » (ac - bd) + (ad + be) i which
belongs to c. It is also true Hiat (a + bi)
+ (c+di)» (a+c)+ (b+d)i which be¬
longs to c.
2. Commutative law: (a + bi) . (c + di) = (c + di) (a + bi)
since a, b, c, and d are real numbers. Also
(a + bi) + (c + di) = (c + di) + (a + bi).
3* Associative law: /Xa. + bi) (c + di_)7 (e + fi) = (a + bi)
IXc + di) (e + fij|7 This can be seen by eX'
pending the left side of the equation to ob¬
tain (ac - bd) e - (ad + be) f + (abe + bee
+ acf - bdf) i, which belongs to c. To show
that ^ + bi) + ^ + 6^ + (e + fi) = ^ + b^
/Xc + di) i we simply expand both
sides of the equation and note that, in each
case, the result is (a+c+e)+ (b+d+
f) i, which belongs to c.
ii. Distributive law: (a + bi) ^ + d3^ + ^ + fjJ7 = (a + bi) .
(c + di) + (a + bi) (e + fi). When simpli¬
fied, the right member becomes [Xac + ae) -
(bd + bf^ + (ad + af + be + be) i which is
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an element of c.
5. Zero element: For a = 0 and b = 0, the element a + bi =
o£c 3c + di + 0 = c + di, \diich belongs
to c.
6. Additive inverse; For all (a + bi)g,c, the equation (a + bi)
+ X = 0 has solution in c; i.e. (a + bi) +
(-a -bi) (a - a) + (b - b) i = 0.
7. Unity element; C contains 1 / 0 such that (a + bi) . 1 =
a + bi. That is to say, for all a = 1 and
b = 0, we have a + bi *» 1 + Oi = 1 which be¬
longs to c.
8. Multiplicative inverse; For each a + bi / 0 £c, there exists
an inverse such that (a + bi) times its
inverse gives the unity element. This in¬
verse element denoted by (a + bi)“^, is
equal to a - bi, for every (a + bi)£ c.
a2 + h'd
We thus see that (a + bi). (a + bi)"^ = l^c.
M
Since all the laws of a field hold, c = (u) = R (i) is a field com¬
posed of the elements of the form a + bi. We claim this to be our de¬
sired extension. That is to say, R (i) is the extension of the reals
to the complex numbers.
CHAPTER III
ALGEBRAIC EXTENSION
Let K be any field and F any subfield of K. An element c of K will
be algebraic over F if c satisfies a polynomial equation with coefficients
not all zero in F. Thus, a^ + a^ c + ag + ... + a^ c*^ » 0, where not
all aj^£,F = 0. This simple extension K = F(c)isan algebraic exten¬
sion.
Formally, we define such an extension as follows; Definition - A
simple algebraic extension of a field, F, is the extension generated by
an element or elements that are roots of an irreducible polynomial in F.
In such an extension, every element of the extension must be alge¬
braic over F. R ( y/2” ) and R {\/T) are examples of such extensions.
To prove the existence of such extensions, we let a field F be
given, and an extension F (c) = K is to be foundj moreover, it is re¬
quired that c be a root of a given polynomial irreducible in F ,
That is to say, c is algebraic over F.
Hi
Proof;
If c is to be algebraic and a root of the polynomial f (x) irre¬
ducible in F ^x_7', we may assume that f (x) is not linear, because in
this case, c itself would belong to F and we would have F (c) = F.
F (c) must be isomorphic with the field of residue class ring of
integers K' = F /~x_7, since if an element u, in a field K is alge-
f I X )
braic over F, then the subfield F (u) generated by F and u is isomorphic
to the quotient-ring F [~yij formed by taking the polynomial forms with
rt x"7
coefficients in F modulo the ideal of all multiples of p (x)
Every polynomial f (x) in F /”x_7 defines a residue class f (x) in
K', and the mapping is homomorphic. That is to say, with every a of F,
there is associated an a and, conversely, every a is associated with at
least one a of F, But in this case, to every a in F there corresponds a
residue class aj therefore this mapping is isomorphic. Hence, a belongs
to exactly one a. We can therefore replace the residue class a by the
corresponding a of F. In this way we obtain, instead of K', a field K
which includes F and idiich is isomorphic to K'. FC.K =K'.
The polynomial f (x) gives rise to a residue class which we shall
call c. Therefore, we may form the field F (c) in K, and, furthermore,
K = F (c).
Since each polynomial f (x) may be transformed into a congruence
^ f (x) = 0 ^g (x)_7, where g (x) is a polynomial of lowest degree in
F^g (c) * 0, we therefore have f (x) = ^ a^^ x^ = 0 /”g (x)_7, it fol-
n o
lows by virtue of the isomorphism that ^ aj^ c “ 0 (in K). Replacing
_ on
the Ijj by the a^^, it follows that f (c) = ^ a^^ c^ “ 0. Therefore, c
is a root of f (x). Thus we have proved -
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Theorem 1. For a given field, there exists one (and, except for equiva¬
lent extensions, only one) simple algebraic extension F (c) such that c
satisfies a given f (x) = 0 irreducible in F
Now we investigate the structure of the subfield of a given field
K generated over F by an algebraic element u. By definition, the element
u must satisfy, over F, a polynomial equation of degree at least 1. The
same element may satisfy many different equationsj for exeiraple, yr is a
root of x^ - 2 = 0, x^ - 2x = 0, x^ - U = 0 and so on. But we can always
assure ourselves of one "minimal” equation by applying the following
theorem -
Theorem 2. An element, u, which is algebraic over a field F is the root
of one and only one monic polynomial, p(x), irreducible in the domain
F of all polynomial forms over F. The root, u, is a root of another
polynomial g(x) with coefficients in F if and only if g(x) is a multiple
of p(x) in the domain F • /3!39^
Proof;
Since u is algebraic over F, u must satisfy an equation with co¬
efficients in F. Namely, f(u) = + a-j^ u + a2 u^ + ... a^ u^, \diere
a^ ^F, are not all zero. ¥e can factor f(x) into irreducible factors
since f(x) is not irreducible. That is to say, f(x) = a^ p^ (x) pg (x)
... Pjj (x), where p^ (x) are irreducible in F. Substituting x = u, we
get f (u) = a^j p^ (u) pg (u) ... (u) = 0.
Since, by definition of a field, we have no zero divisor (that is
ab *= 0 implies either a = 0 or b = 0, then for f (u) = 0, some p (u) must
be zero. Hence, there exists a monic irreducible polynomial (the coeffi¬
cient of highest degree is 1) such that p(u) = 0.
We now assert that u is not a root of any polynomial f(x) = 0 of
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igree less than n, where n is the degree of p(x). We assume the con-
•ary (that is, for some f(x) = 0 with degree less than n, u is a root).
Lt if f(x) is of lower degree than p(x), then f(x) must be identically
sro. Hence p(x) and f(x) are relatively prime (have 1 as the greatest
)mmon divisor) and can therefore be expressed in the following manner:
1 = s(x) f(x) + t(x) p(x). Let X = u, and we obtain
1 = s(u) f(u) + t(u) p(u). But f(u) = 0, and p(u) = Oj
lerefore 1=0. Since we have established a contradiction, f(u) = 0
m hold for a polynomial f(x) / 0 only if the degree of f(x) is at
sast the degree of p(x).
We now claim that u satisfies another equation g(x) of higher de-
’ee than p(x). Since g(x) is of higher degree than p(x), we can divide
!x) by p(x) and get g(x) = q(x) p(x) + r(x), where r(x) has degree less
lan p(x). Substituting x = u, we obtain g(u) = q(u) p(u) + r(u). But
u) = 0 and g(u) = 0. Therefore r(u) = 0, and hence the polynomial
’x) =0. Thus g(x) = q(x) p(x). Therefore every polynomial g(x) with
)ot u is a multiple of p(x). Q.E.D.
The irreducible equation f(x) = 0 having u as a root is known as
le defining equation of the extended field F(u). The degree of the
)lynQmial f(x) is called the degree of the algebraic quantity u with
ispect to F. That is to say, the degree of K over a field F is
[ual to the degree of the roots of the irreducible polynomial f(x) £. F
'^er F. Fox example, the degree of R ( V^) is 2 since the defining
)lynomial is x^ - 2 = 0. The degree of R (i, V^) over R is U since
L(i, VT"): r) - (R(i, V2“): R ( V^)) . (rW" ; r). Tte defining equa-
.ons for R(i, V^) are f(x) = x^ + 1 and g(x) = x^ - 2, respectively.
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Definition - The degree n = l7 ^ element u algebraic over a field
F is the degree n of the monic irreducible polynomial with coefficients
in F and root u.
Corollary! If the element u has degree n over a field, F, then one has
aQ + a^^ u + ... = 0 for coefficients a^j^E-F if and only if a^ =
~ “ ^n—1 ~
p
This corollary tells us that if u satisfies an equation + 1 = 0
of degree 2, then u cannot satisfy any equation of degree less than 2, un¬
less all the coefficients are zero. That is to say, (a - c) + (b - d)
X = 0 if and only if (a - c) and (b - d) = 0, since, in this case
0 + 0(u) = 0.
We now describe the subfield K generated by F and an algebraic
element u. The subfield F(u) certainly contains the subdomain F
of all elements expressible as polynomials f(u) with coefficients in F.
Actually F is a subfield of K. We must therefore find an inverse
&r any element f(u) Z 0 in F /"uJT’ in order to establish that it is a
field j^(u) Z 0 means u is not a root of fuil. Since u is not a root
of f(x), then by the previous theorem, f(x) is not a multiple of the ir¬
reducible polynomial p(x). They are therefore relatively prime. Hence
we write 1 = t(x) f(x) + s(x) p(x) for svdtable polynomials t(x) and
s(x) in F . Letting x = u, we have the corresponding equation 1 =
t(u) f(u) + s(u) p(u) in F(u). But p(u) = 0. Therefore 1 = t(u) f(u).
19
Since f(u) 0 in F we therefore have that f(u) of F /”u_7 does
have a reciprocal t(u) irtiich is also a polynomial in u. That is to say,
t(u) is an inverse of f(u). Therefore, F is a subfield in K.
Conversely, every subfield of K vdiich contains F and u evidently
contains every polynomial f(u) in F /”u_7, and we see that F ^u_7 is
the subfield of K generated by F and u. Therefore f(x) —^ f(u) is a
homomorphism. Thus, we have proved -
Theorem 3« Let K be any field and u an element of K algebraic over the
subfield F of K; then the subfield F(u) generated by F and u consists
of elements of K which can be represented as polynomials f(u) with co¬
efficients in Fj moreover, the correspondence f(x) —^ f(u) is a homo¬
morphism of the polynomial domain F onto F
Thus, we have established the fact that in an algebraic extension
K = F(u), generated by an element u vdiich satisfies over F some monic
irreducible polynomial p(x) of degree n, each element of the subfield
F(u) can be uniquely represented as a polynomial aQ + u + ... + a^_^
u”“^ with coefficients a. in F and degree at most is n -1. That is to
n -1 "■
say, K = ^ a j uJ.
In our previous chapter we gave the fundamental definition of field
adjunction as a field F contained in some extension field K, and we
generate the field F (G), where G is an arbitrary set of elements of K.
If we desire, we can adjoin only a finite number of elements of G, say
an, ao, .... a . Therefore, we have the field F (a^, a„, a
F(a^) (a^) ... (a^) which consists of a finite number of sin5)le field
adjunctions. This field is an algebraic extension K over F. Thus, we
have -
Theorem U. Every finite extension K of F is algebraic and may be obtained
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from F by the adjunction of a finite number of algebraic elements.
Ijitiog
Proof:
Let n be the degree of the finite extension K and u£,Kj then the
powers u*^, u^, u^, ..., u^ of an element u contain at most n linearly
independent ones, ^y linearly independent we mean there exists no re¬
lation such that aT u + ao u^ + ... + a„ u*^ = 0, where a. £ F and all a.i. c n ' 1 1
not equal zeroj/ Since K is the totality of all polynomials of u,
n
therefore a relation T a. u^ * 0 must exist for all rational functions
% J
of u. That is to say, u is algebraic and therefore the field K = F(u)
is algebraic.
Conversely, every extension of a field F obtained by the adjunc¬
tion of a finite number of algebraic quantities to F is finite and there¬
fore algebraic.
Proof:
The adjunction of an algebraic quantity u of degree n yields a
0 1? n 1
finite extension with the basis u , u , u'^, ... u“ Since succes¬
sive finite extensions always yield a finite extension, K = F(u) is a
finite extension and is therefore algebraic. Q.E.D.
Among the finite algebraic extensions is the splitting field.
This field is obtained by the adjimction of all roots of an equation
f(x) = 0. We define the splitting field as follows -
Definition - Let F be a field, and let G be an extension of F. Let f(x)
be a polynomial defined over F. G is said to be a splitting field for
the polynomial f(x) over F if it is the smallest field in which f(x) re¬
solves completely into linear factors. This is equivalent to saying
f(x) has all of its roots in G.
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For exan^jle, we construct a splitting field for - 2 = 0 with
respect to the rationals. Let K be the field of rationals; then for K
f(x) = x^ - 2Ck /"x_7 is the defining polynomial and has de¬
gree 3- A root of x^ - 2 = 0 is u =V/F”. But u is not the only root
1 ^ 1
of f(x) ^ XT - 2. Therefore f(x) has other roots u^
tension field G. In this case G does not coincide with K because G will
O
contain roots other than of f(x). Other roots of x"^ - 2 = 0 are
'v/F© and '^/FSfend are not included in We must therefore adjoin
these roots. We adjoin (d, the imaginary cube root of unity, where (k) =
-i.ivr to KIfT. We now have the field K in which f(x) = x?
2 2
- 2 can be completely factored. Hence the degree is 6. We therefore have
a splitting field containing all roots of x^ - 2. This field is the
smallest extension field of the field K such that f(x)t.FFx_7^ factors
completely in G.
Theorem For every polynomial f (x) in F y there exists a split¬
ting field.
Proof:
Let f(x) in resolve into prime factors such that f (x) =
(x) qg (x) ... QjjCx). Adjoin the root u^ and obtain F(u^) in which q^(x)
splits off so that f(x) = (x-u^)q2(x)...q^(x).
In the same manner we can construct field F = F(ut, u«, .... u )
n 1 ' n




Continuing to adjoin roots, we obtain the desired extension such
that f(x) splits into factors f(x) = (x-Uq^) (X-U2)... (x-u^)
Hence, we obtain the desired extension which is a splitting field. Q.E.D.
The splitting field of a polynomial f(x) is uniquely determined
except for equivalent extensions.
Thus, it follows that all algebraic properties of the roots are
independent of the method of construction of the splitting field. For
instance, regardless whether the polynomial is decomposed in the field of
complex numbers, or by means of a symbolic adjunction, we always get "es¬
sentially” the same result.
In particular, every root or zero of f(x) has a definite multiplic¬
ity with which it occurs in the factorization f(x) = (x-u^)...(x-\i^).
Two splitting fields of one and the same polynomial which are con¬
tained in a common extension field K are not only equivalent but equal.
For example, we factor -
f(x) = (x-u^) ...(x-Ujj) and
f(x) = (x-u^) ...(x-Ujj) in the field extension K; then since
each factorization is unique in K the factors must coincide except
for order. Hence -
(x-u^)...(x-u^) “ (x-u^)...(x-u^).
To illustrate further the importance of algebraic extensions, we
state, without proof, the following general theorem -
Theorem 6. Suppose F is any field and G is a field that contains F.
Suppose G is of degree n over Fj that is to say, there are fixea elements
^2* •*'* ^ such that every element of G can be represented in
the form a^^ b^^ + a2 b2 + .. tiy choosing siiitable a^, a^, ..., a^
of F. Then, every element of G satisfies an equation of degree n (or
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less) over F.
Example: Suppose R denotes the field of the nationals, F denotes
R ( ^/T”) and G is F (VT”). F is obtained by bringing in the new ele¬
ment J/2” and G is obtained by adding the new element \fT’ to F.
Every element of F can be expressed in the foim p + q y2”, with
P q€.R* Using u and v to denote elements of F, we obtain G from F by
allowing the free use of the extra symbol ^3”. In fact, every element of
G can be put in the form u + vv^r, where u and v belong to F.
Thus, in this example, b^ = 1, bgw are fixed elements in G. a^ =
u and a2 = V are variables representing elements in F. Therefore, G is
of degree 2 over F, and every element of G satisfies an equation of se¬
cond degree - that is, a quadratic with coefficients in F.
For example, x is an element of G, with a^ -w and
a2 = 1. Hence (x-\/2)^ = 3 simplifies to x2 .2vr - 1=0, a quad¬
ratic equation over F. The coefficients 1, -2 /2~, -1 are all in F.
However, it is not a quadratic over the rationals R, since -2 is not
in R.
If we wish to obtain the equation over R satisfied by yT” +V3~i we
write the quadratic above in the form x - 1 = 2y2” and square. Then,
(x2 - 1)^ = 8x^ gives x^ - lOx^ +1=0. This equation is of the fourth
degree, idiich is quite consistent with our theorem. For in u + vvr
(the general element of G), the quantities u and v are elements of F.
Therefore u = c + dV^ and v = h + k yT", where c, d, h, and k,€.R.
Hence, the general elements of G are of the form -
G = c +(d)yr + (h + kV2)V3 orc * hyr + ky^.
The four elements correspond to the defining equation - lOx^ +1=0
of degree Ij,.
Given a base field F and an algebraic extension K -
1) the extension K is generated by an element u or some elements u^
(i = 1, 2, ...) which are roots of some irreducible polynomial in the
base field Fj
2) K is a finite extension;
3) every rational function of u may be written as a polynomial
since K is defined as the totality of these polynomials (a^^F and u^^Q^K
i = 0, 1, 2, ...K);
U) we operate with these polynomials as we do with residue classes mo¬
dulo g(x) in the polynomial domain F /”x_7;
5) an equation f(u) = 0 may be transformed into a congruence f(x)
0 ^od g(x27 and vice versa /Jgix) is a polynomial of lowest degree in
F g(u) = Oj/j
6) given n is the degree of g(x) /g(x) is irreducible_7 any polynomial
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f(x) modulo g(x) may be reduced to a polynomial of degree less than n.
n-1
and all quantities of F(u) may be uniquely written in the form
since u does not satisfy an equation of degree lower than the nth;
7) the irreducible equation f(x) = 0 having u as a root is the defining
equation of f(x) = 0, and the degree of f(x) is called the degree of the
algebraic quantity u with respect to F;




Let K be any field and F any subfield of K. An element of K which
is not algebraic over F is said to be transcendental over F. Thus, we
say an element is transcendental over F if it does not satisfy any poly¬
nomial p(x) over F. Extensions formed by this element or such elements
are called transcendental extensions.
Definition; An extension of a field F, by an element which is not a root
of any irreducible polynomial over F, is known as a simple transcendental
extension.
Let a field F be given and an extension F(u) = G is to be found;
moreover, it is required that u be transcendental over F.
Since u is to be transcendental over F, therefore u does not satisfy
any irreducible polynomial over F, i.e., F(u) = 0 if and only if f(x) = 0.
We can therefore take for u an indeterminate x such that x = u and form
the polynomial domain F and its quotient field F(x), the field of
rational functions of the indeterminate x. Therefore, we have the only
simple transcendental extension, except for eqviivalent extension, hence;
There exists one and only one, simple transcendental extension F(u)
of a given field F, except for equivalent extensions.
Theorem 1. If c is transcendental over F, the subfield F(c) generated
by F and c is isomorphic to the field F(x) of all rational forms in an
26
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indeterminate x, vdth coefficients in F. The isomorphism may be so chosen
that c<—>x and a ^ a, for each a in F. /3s39^.
Proof: First, we observe that in an isomorphism if b ^ a then, for
b 0, b a , i.e., 1 ^ 1 and 1-1 1 - 1 or 0 0.
b a
Since F(c) is an extension of F, then F(c) certainly contains F and
all rational expressions f(c) with coefficients in F. If two polynomial
g(c)
expressions f-j^ (c) and f^ (c) are equal in F(c), then their coefficients
must be equal term by termj because otherwise the difference f^ (c) -
fg (c) would yield a polynomial equation for c with coefficients not all
zero. This would be contrary to our assumption that c is transcendental
over F.
For instance, for f (x) —> g(c) and h(x) —> g(c), we have f (x) =
0 n
r^ + r-x + r„ X + ... + r„ x” —> s + StC + ... + s c“012 n''ol n
h(x) = r^ + r£ X + r^ x2+...+ r^ x“ —^ s^ + s^ c + ... +3^0^^.
These two polynomials correspond to the same element in F(c)j therefore
f(x) - h(x) = 0, or (r^ - r^) (r^^ - r^) x + (r^ - rp x^ + ... + (r^ -
r') x° —>0 since r = r', r =r', etc.n' * o o* \ Y
Therefore, for f(x) > f(c) and g(x) g(c) we have f (x) 4—^
g(x)
f(c), i.e., F(c) ^F(x). Q.E.D.
gCc)
This theorem not only tells us that in case of a transcendental
extension the subfield is isomorphic to the field F(x) of all rational
forms in an indeterminate x, but that we may replace c by any transcen¬
dental number or indeterminate x without changing the structure of F(c).
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For example, in the case of a transcendental extension R (tT), R (TT) may
be replaced by R (e) without changing the structure.
We now investigate the extension R (TT) = K. This means the field
generated by R and the element iT.
We know that the extension K = R (tr) certainly contains R and TT.
But R (■tr) also contains all rational combinations of TT , i.e., TT‘TV =
£. K, IT. IT 2 =tT ^ k, etc. Also since R [yfj is a subdomain
of K containing R and it , it necessarily contains all such elements f(Tr)
f (tt) ~ ^2*^^ + ... + where r^£. R and the set
of all such polynomials is closed under addition, subtraction and multipli¬
cation. Therefore, f (Tr) R (TT).
By definition of a field for f (iT) / 0, we have f (■Tr)x = ILRCtt).
Hence, x = 1 tR C"^). Therefore, R (tt) contains 1 =
f (tt; f (Tr;
and also f ('TT)
_ rg + r^^TT +
®
Sq + Sj^ir + SgTT^ +...
E. R (tt). Since f ("TT) generates a field, then R (IT) contains
+ Sj^F® g (tt)
all of these elements and is therefore a transcendental extension over R.
In this case it is not true that "TT must satisfy any irreducible
polynomial over R and therefore TT may be replaced by any transcendental
number or any indeterminate x without changing the struct\ire of the ex¬
Tq + r-j^'TT + r2Tr + + r ITn"
n
tension.
We have established the following facts or properties of
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transcendental extensions: Let K be a transcendental extension over R,
generated by the transcendental number"TT j then,
1. K contains no roots of any polynomial f(x) over R.
2. K = R(‘n')is isomorphic to the field R (x) of all rational foms in
an indeterminate x with coefficients in R.
3. K will consist of all polynomial fractions like ^.j aj ~n~ ^ where
b. /O.
£. j b. -rr j
li. All transcendental extensions are isomorphic. If we replace TTabove
by the transcendental number e, then R (e) consists of ^ where
all b-'s/^O.
CHAPTER V
APPLICATIONS OF FIELD EXTENSIONS
1. If K is an extension of degree 2 over the field R of rationals,
prove that K = R (|/T’), where d is an integer which is not a square and
has no factors which are squares of integers.
Proof; Since K is an extension of degree 2 over R, then the degree of
the monic irreducible polynomial with coefficients in R and root yd”
must be of degree 2. Hence, the defining polynomial is p(x) = x - d.
2 2
Since x - d is not irreducible over R, we factor x - d = (x - |/d”)
(x + yS”) into factors irreducible over R.
It is necessary that d be an integer which is not the square of an
integer, because otherwise would£r, i.e., if ax + b has solution in
R, the roots are in R. If d = U, thenyr -yr = 2 and hence l/r£R.
Therefore d must not be a perfect square, but yS” must be irrational.
Hence K is an extension of R^K = R( yd”) and is the totality of
all such elements like a + b yd”, where a and bf R. Q.E.D.
2. If d is an integer vdiich is not a square, describe the field R( |/T").
Z3:39^




X - d. It is therefore an algebraic extension. Since x - d is not
irreducible over R, we have by factoring (x - y/^) (x + y/d”) vdxich is now
irreducible over R.
The elements in R( y/T") which generate the -sdiole field are of the
form a + b where a and b IR and b 7^ 0.
Expressing each such element as a root of a quadratic equation
with coefficients in R we have the following -
The equation x^ - d = 0 has roots x^ = a - bVd- and Xg = a + b
vr, where a and bg.R and b / 0. In this case a = 0 and b = 1. There¬
fore, x^ - d = (x - (a + b (x - (a - b [/d”) = (x + y^) (x - V^).
3. Show that ^ (x) is, except for a constant factor, the only polynomial
irreducible in F having •©■ as a root.
Proof: Claim that there is another polynomial f(x) with 0 as a root. If
0 is a root of f(x), then f(x) is divisible by x - 0, and f(x) = g(x)
(x - 0) + r, where r is a constant. Substituting 0 for x we get r = 0.
Hence f(x) = g(x) (x-0) is reducible in F (^yij having 0 as a root.
This contradicts our assumption that f(x) was irreducible, and hence,
(x) is the only polynomial irreducible in F with 0 as a root.
Q.E.D.
U. Determine in each of the following cases whether the niunber c given
generates the indicated extension of the field R of rational numbers. In
each case prove your answer correct. /3:39^
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(a) c *» 1 +K in R (VT)
c here does generate the indicated extension because every ele¬
ment R(c) can be represented as elements R( VT”)* That is to
say, for c “ 1
R(c) = a + bc = a + b(l+ VT") = (a + b) -f b VT”
(a + b) tR and b t R* Therefore, a + b c €. R ( VT”)*
Hence, (l) R(c) ^ R (VT)
Conversely elements in R( VT”) may be represented as a^ + b^
(VT”) = (a^ - b^) + (b^-hb^VT) = (a^ - b^) + b^ (l +VT”)
But (l + V^) * c. Therefore (a^ - b^) + b^ (l + VT”) “ (a^-b^)
+ b^ c ER(c).
Hence (2) R( VT”) ^ R(c)
From results (l) and (2) we have therefore R(c) = R(VT”)*
(b) c = 1 +\/T” in eVt
c in this case does not generate the indicated extension because
1+VT” is within the indicated field R('(yr), butSj/r is not
in R(VT”)* Ii(VT”) has elements of the form a + b VT” but
RC^'^'T”) does not have elements of the form a 4- b^l^T”*
It has elements of the form -
a ♦ b (tr") + C * d cil/r)3 or
a + b (•IjT') + c cVS) * d (Vl2?).
(c) c » ir+ 3 in R (tt)
c here does generate the indicated extension since Tr+ 3 is
within the indicated field. In the field R (tt) elements are
of the form Tr+ a where a ^ R and can therefore be Tr+ 3 since
3 £, R. For proof of this we let R (“Tr) ® f (TT), where f (TT)
g (tt)
T (tt) and g (iT) are polynomials. Therefore -
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R (IT) = f (^) = Sq + aj^TT agir^ where
^ t»o + t)iir+ b2-n^ + •••
aj^ and bj^ £.R* And bQ / 0.
R (c) “ f (c)
g" (c) = a( c ■I’ a^ + ... c' where a^I2
b^ + bj c + bg^ + ... h'l cn
and b^£R, and bQ 0.
Since aQ + a^^ c + a2 + ... a^^ = ag + a^^ (3 + tT ) + ag
(3 +ir^) + ... = r^^ + rg (ir) + (tr^) + ... then (l) R(c)^
R (in.
Conversely, rQ + r^^TT ■*■ 1*2ir^ + ... = aQ + a^ c + a2 +
... and (2) R (it) — R (c). Therefore from (l) and (2) R(c) =
R (^.
(d) c = in R (it).
2
c here does not generate the indicated extension since TT is
within the indicated extension, but TT is not contained in
R (^^).
R(Tr^) = aQ + a-^TT^ + ^211^ + ... while R(tt) = aQ + a-|^-^- +
^0 * + bgTT^ + ... ^0 ’^l TT
R (tt) D R ii?) but R (tt^)^r (it)
U. Prove that x^ + x + 1 is not irreducible over the field of inte¬
gers modulo 5. If a root of this polynomial is adjoined to J^, how many
elements has the resulting field? /3ih0^
3Proof: X + X + 1 cannot be factored into factors of lower degree in J^,
and the roots 0, 1, 2, 3) i; of do not satisfy the polynomial equation
x-^+x + l«0. Therefore x^ + x + 1 is irreducible over the field J^.
Adjoining root u such that u^ = 1 - u, the extension K will con¬
sist of elements of the form a + bu + cu^, where a, b, and c£.J^.5 There
3h
3
will be 5 = 12$ such elements.
$. Prove that - 3 is irreducible over R by showing that none of the
linear or quadratic factors of - 3 have coefficients in R. [$'.\x3\^
Proof: Factoring x^ - 3 we have the following:
- 3 = (x -Vr) (x +Vr) (x HV3i) (x
Since Vr^R andSt/jr^ R, then x^ - 3 is irreducible over R.
6. Identify each of the following conplex numbers as algebraic or trans¬
cendental over the field R of rational numbers and cite yovir reason.
/3:3957
(a) \rr» (b) 'Vr, (c) -TT^, (d) e + 3, (e) i + 3, (f) e^'"’^,(g)V^+l(a)yT~ is algebraic over the field R because it satisfies the
2
polynomial equation x -7=0.
(b) is algebraic over field R because it satisfies the poly-
3
nomial equation x - 5 = 0.
(c) V is transcendental over the field R because it does not
satisfy any polynomial equation with coefficients in R.
(d) e + 3 is transcendental over R because it does not satisfy any
polynomial equation with coefficients in R.
(e) i + 3 is algebraic over the field R because it satisfies the
polynomial equation x - 6x + 10 ® 0.
(f) e^^^ is algebraic over the field R because e^^^ * cos 2Tr +
isin 2 TT = 1 + i (O) » 1 or x - 1 » 0. for sin 2 TT * 0.(g)V^ + i is algebraic over the field R because it satisfies the
ii 2
polynomial equation x^ - 2x +9*0.
7. Let K be the field of rational numbers. Find 0>K (i, Yz) = K (O).
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Solution - Since i is a root of + 1 over K andV^ is a root of
x^ - 2 over K, then the degree of K (i, Y^) is 2 x 2 = U* The extension
K(i) contains elements of the form a + hi, where a and b£ K. The exten¬
sion K (d), 45)) contains elements of the form x + y where x and
y£K(i). Therefore K(l, =
a + hi + (c + di) Yf' (l)
Since the degree of K (i, Y^) = U, then
K (0) = a + b (0) ♦ c (0)^ + d 0^ where 0 = (i + ^2)
= a + b (i + V2) + c (i + Y?)^ + d (i + V2)^
= a + bi+b\/2 + c + 2c |/2i + U di - \/2d
= (a + c) + (b + Ud) i + (b - d + 2 ci) yr
= q + Ei + (s + ti) yr" (2)
Since equations (1) and (2) are of the same form, we have therefore that
for 0 = i + Y^f - K (0). In order to find the defining poly¬
nomial we let X = i + j/?"; then (x - = (i)^
- 2 V2"x - 2 = -1
(x^ f 3)^ - (2l^x)2
ii 2x^ - + 9 = 0 is the reqtiired polynomial for the extension K(i, YT).
8. Let K be the field of rational numbers. Find 0 3’K(l+i,'^/ir’) = K (0)
Solution - Since K(l + i) is the same extension as K(i), then K(l + i)
contains elements of the form a + bi, where a and b£,K. The extension
K(1 + i,^^) contains elements of the form - +
where a^, b^^ and C2^£K(1 + i). Therefore K(l + contains elements
of the form - a^^ + bj^^TT” + = a^ + agi + a^'^^ + a^^^^ +
where all a i£K. The degree of K (l + i,^^^) is 6. Therefore
we have K (0) * a + b(0) + c (0)^ + d (0)^ + e (0)^ + f (0)^ where 0 =
(i +^/ir”),Kte)® a + b(i + c (i + d(i + e(i +
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f(i
Let X = i then (x = (i)^
x3 - 3x^\^ + - ii = -i
(x^ + i)^ = (3x^^TI + 3x^1^) ^
x^ + 2x^ i - 1 = 9x^^J/I5 - 72x^ + 5Ux^
x^ - + (2i + 72)x^ - -1 = 0
is the defining polynomial of K(l + i,^^) = K (0).
9. Construct the splitting field for x^ - 2 with respect to the rational
field R.
Solution - Since in a splitting field x^ - 2 splits completely into
linear factors, then the splitting field must contain all roots of x^ -
2 = 0. The roots of x^ - 2 = 0 are^^ and ^-1 * /3i^ . Therefore
our extension must consist of^'? and -1 ± /Jl , Let (t) = -1 * /3i j then
the three roots of x^ - 2 = 0 are^^,^^ and^^ W?. Hence, the root
field for x^ - 2 = 0 is R C^fZ^ U>). Since R 0^2) has degree 3 over R
and 62) has degree 2 over R, therefore the degree of our extension
K W) is 3 X 2 and hence equals 6.
The extension R (\^) is composed of elements of the form a + +
where a, b, and c £R. Therefore R (N^, (iD) =^^ +63.
Let X =^^ + 63; then for (x - 0)^ = we have x^ - 3C&c^ + 3*>i^
X - = 2. Adding one to both sides, x^ - + 3W?x - (UI? - 1) = 3*
Since Aj)^ - 1 = 0 and = -(fcb + 1) we have x^ - 3fc0 (x^ + x) - 3x = 3 or
x3 - 3x - 3 = 3ti0 (x^ + x). Substituting id = - ^ + Y3 i. We have”
2
x^ - 3x - 3 = f-3 iSyi i) (x2 + x)=x^ - 3x - 3 = -3 x^ - 3 x + 3)^ iV 2 2 2 2 2
(x^ + x)=^^ + 3x^-3x-^^=^ 3VI i (x^ + x)^x^ + 3x^ - 3 x^ -
2 2 2 t
l^x^-^x^ + 9x + 9 = - 9 x^ (3 x^ + 6 X + 3)» Hence the defining
u U IT
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polynomial isx^ + 3x^ + 6x^ + 3x^ + 9x + 9 = 0.
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